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a b s t r a c t 

Background and objective: Despite advances on signal analysis and artificial intelligence, visual inspec- 

tion is the gold standard in event detection on electroencephalographic recordings. This process requires 

much time of clinical experts on both annotating and training new experts for this same task. In sce- 

narios where epilepsy is considered, the need for automatic tools is more prominent, as both seizures 

and interictal events can occur on hours- or days-long recordings. Although other solutions have al- 

ready been proposed, most of them are not integrated on clinical and basic science environments due 

to their complexity and required specialization. Here we present a pipeline that arises from coordinated 

efforts between life-science researchers, clinicians and data scientists to develop an interactive and it- 

erative workflow to train machine-learning tools for the automatic detection of electroencephalographic 

events in a variety of scenarios. 

Methods: The approach consists on a series of subsequent steps covering data loading and configuration, 

event annotation, model training/re-training and event detection. With slight modifications, the combi- 

nation of these blocks can cope with a variety of scenarios. To illustrate the flexibility and robustness of 

the approach, three datasets from clinical (patients of Dravet Syndrome) and basic research environments 

(mice model of the same disease) were evaluated. From them, and in response to researchers’ daily needs, 

four real world examples of interictal event detection and seizure classification tasks were selected and 

processed. 

Results: Results show that the current approach was of great aid for event annotation and model de- 

velopment. It was capable of creating custom machine-learning solutions for each scenario with slight 

adjustments on the analysis protocol, easily accessible to users without programming skills. Final anno- 

tator similarity metrics reached values above 80% on all cases of use, reaching 92.3% on interictal event 

detection on human recordings. 

Conclusions: The presented framework is easily adaptable to multiple real world scenarios and the inter- 

active and ease-to-use approach makes it manageable to clinical and basic researches without program- 

ming skills. Nevertheless, it is conceived so data scientists can optimize it for specific scenarios, improving 

the knowledge transfer between these fields. 

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Epilepsy is a chronic neurologic condition marked by the re- 

urrence of unprovoked seizures. Seizures are paroxysmal events 
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hat result from abnormal neuronal discharges and manifest in the 

orm of sudden, stereotyped episodes with accompanying changes 

n motor activity, sensation, and behavior that expose the patient 

o life-threatening situations. Epilepsy being among the most com- 

on neurological disorders, much research has been centered on 

tudying, detecting, and predicting the nature of these events [ 1 , 2 ].

One of the main clinical tools for the diagnosis and follow- 

p of patients with epilepsy is the electroencephalogram (EEG), 
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hat records the electrical activity generated by the brain [3] . Dur- 

ng seizures, the pattern of normal brain activity changes and 

EG shows aberrant activities in the form of ictal discharges. Be- 

ween seizures other pathological distinctive waves and complexes 

istinguished from background [ 4 , 5 ] also occur. These activities, 

esignated as interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) have been 

ecorded both on patients and animal models of epilepsy as well 

s other pathologies such as Alzheimer’s disease [6] . 

Visual analysis is still the gold standard in clinical EEG for the 

etection of seizures and IEDs. Despite its demonstrated reliabil- 

ty and worldwide consensus, this process depends on the exper- 

ise of the physician and requires a long assisted learning process 

7–9] . As described on the bibliography, this visual analysis and 

vent recognition is time consuming; especially when recordings 

ast several hours (even days) and the agreement between anno- 

ators is not assured [10] . Several approximations to ease IED and 

eizure annotation have been proposed. Some of them are focused 

n analyzing scalp EEG from human beings [11–17] , but there are 

lso developments aimed at detecting seizures and interictal ac- 

ivities in non-human recordings [18–21] . However, these solutions 

re not implemented as user-friendly integrated tools and often re- 

uire a certain level of programming and data analysis skills. As a 

esult, they are only partially adopted and do not result suitable 

or most basic and clinical research environments. 

Nevertheless, clinical practice and preclinical research require 

idely accepted analytical tools to assess and followup the sever- 

ty of the disease and the effect of therapeutic interventions. Here, 

e propose an intuitive, fast, reliable, and easy-to-use framework 

o detect ictal and interictal events in long EEG recordings. This 

ramework arises from coordinated efforts between life-science re- 

earchers, clinicians, and data scientists. It has been implemented 

n an integrated, stand-alone tool developed in MATLAB and built 

s an interactive and iterative loop that includes event annotation, 

odel training and test cycles, so customized solutions are easily 

enerated. 

In a recent work, we characterized a mice model of Dravet 

yndrome (DS) and observed that DS –but not wild-type- mice 

howed spontaneous IEDs on electrophysiological recordings over 

ultiple structures [22] . DS is an early-onset epileptic en- 

ephalopathy [23] characterized by febrile seizures, high risk of 

udden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP), psychomotor de- 

ay and treatment refractoriness [24–26] . To illustrate our frame- 

ork, we use multisite electrophysiological recordings in this mice 

odel and show that the proposed approach is not only robust for 

he detection of IEDs along different electrode configurations, but 

t is also able to detect seizures and to classify ongoing activity into 

re-ictal, ictal and post-ictal episodes. Finally, we further demon- 

trate the translational ability of our approach by detecting IEDs in 

linical EEG recordings performed on patients with DS. 

. Material and methods 

.1. Proposed framework 

Fig. 1 summarizes the proposed interactive framework. It is 

imed at building customized ML models for the detection of ic- 

al and interictal activities on electrophysiological recordings. First, 

 data-loading step is initiated; files are selected and certain infor- 

ation is requested from the user (channels to use, training time 

indow, prediction time window, etc.). Afterwards, an interactive 

nnotation tool is provided to annotate event times with or with- 

ut assistance (providing/not providing candidates for model train- 

ng). With enough events, a new model can be generated or, al- 

ernatively, already available models can be re-trained. This proce- 

ure generates a performance report and a model file for future 

se. Finally, the event detection process can be run on the whole 
2 
ecordings, with the possibility of including additional files. Across 

he whole process, information about the loaded files (configura- 

ion, marked events, etc.) is stored and can be exported for further 

terative use. 

All these functionalities have been integrated in an interface us- 

ng MATLAB GUI generator. At the current stage, Spike2 files (for- 

at .smr or .smrx) are required for the use of the app. However, 

nterfaces for other file formats such as .txt and .edf could be easily 

ntegrated in future versions. The code was implemented following 

 modular structure with independent functions for each function- 

lity: file management, configuration management, event marking 

or experts, model training and full-recording event detection. Each 

unctionality is called upon by a main function (main_app.m) that 

anages all the different modules. These capabilities are further 

xplained in the following section by their use on multiple scenar- 

os and datasets. 

.2. Datasets 

The functionality and performance of the proposed framework 

ave been assessed by analyzing three datasets coming from two 

ifferent clinical and experimental scenarios. All the procedures 

ere performed in accordance with the protocols approved by the 

thical committee (CEEA-021–21 and 059–16) and following insti- 

utional guidelines. 

The first dataset ( dMice1 ) consists of seven electrophysiologi- 

al recordings from four DS mice. Animals were implanted with 

hree multi-electrode probes (50 μm tungsten electrodes) aiming 

t the hippocampus, hypothalamus and prefrontal cortex: three 

lectrodes in CA1, two in the dentate gyrus (Gd), two in the pre- 

ptic area (PoA) and one in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Animals 

ere recorded under a thermal challenge where a heating chamber 

radually increased the ambient temperature. Animals were placed 

n the heating chamber and recorded during 15 min at room 

emperature. After this period, the temperature was gradually in- 

reased until a seizure was observed (electrically and behaviorally). 

xamples of IED and non-IED activities (also including muscle ar- 

ifacts and other non-IED spiky transients) were annotated by two 

ndependent experts and later unified. IEDs were manually anno- 

ated in time windows of 2 s, then the precise timing was shifted 

o the sharpest point of the corresponding waveform ( Fig. 2 , A). 

eizure classification was based on the mice Racine Scale [27] . 

hese mice model shows multifocal seizures, with different origins 

ithin and across individuals, and intra/inter-hemispheric propa- 

ation that often generalize to tonic-clonic seizures. They show 

lustered patterns of generalized, high amplitude-low frequency 

ctivity with altering low amplitude waveforms. Accordingly, four 

istinct classes for pre-critical ( PreSeiz , Fig. 2 , B, white), seizure be-

inning ( Seiz1 , dark blue), seizure ending ( Seiz2 , green), and inter- 

ritical ( InterSeiz , light blue) stages were defined. 

For robustness, a second set of nine recordings from nine DS 

ice was analyzed ( dMice2 ). In this set, animals were implanted 

ith a different electrode configuration: three tungsten electrodes 

n the external globus pallidus and one steel screw targeting the 

FC (0.95 mm ø). In this case, animals were recorded for 15 min 

n an openfield arena (freely moving conditions in a 40 × 40 cm 

ox). 

Finally, performance on human data was assessed on two rou- 

ine EEG recordings from two patients with DS ( dHuman ). Twelve 

o thirteen hour-long recordings were composed of 18 valid EEG 

hannels distributed according to the 10:20 international system. 

nterictal activities were annotated by a clinical expert that re- 

iewed EEG recordings on windows of 15 s and placed markers 

dentifiable IEDs. Extra markers as reference of non-IEDs (free of 

pileptiform activity) were also included, reaching at least a 50:50 
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Fig. 1. Workflow representing all available pathways on this app where the colored boxes represent inputs (green), processes and decisions (blue), and outputs (orange). 

Fig. 2. (A) Example of two generalized IEDs recorded during the preictal phase of the recording shown in (B). (B) Example of a DS mouse recording showing each of the 

four stages considered for seizure detection: White, PreSeiz; Dark blue, Seiz1; Green, Seiz2; Light blue, InterSeiz. The orange rectangle defines the preictal segment zoomed 

in A. 
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atio with IEDs. For each EEG channel, an individual marker chan- 

el was created containing both IED and non-IED events. 

.3. Model generation 

.3.1. Annotation for marker definition 

The annotation process is implemented through a dedicated 

odule that allows to select the files to analyze, channels of in- 

erest, and the temporal window for review and event processes 

data_prep.m) 

Depending on user preference two distinctive approaches are 

vailable. If the user wants to obtain IEDs candidates without di- 

ectly initiating an annotation stage, the system calls a routine 

event_marking_assist.m) that uses available models to detect IED 

andidates. Those IED candidates and twice of non-IEDs are pre- 

ented to the user ( Fig. 3 , A) and confirms/rejects the nature of

uch events. If the user prefers to proceed without this assistance, 

n interactive interface is called (event_marking_nonassist.m) to 

anually annotate the presence and absence of IEDs ( Fig. 3 , B). 
3 
nce finished, the annotations are stored as part of the session 

onfiguration. 

Information about session configuration and experts markings 

an be exported as a Matlab’s ∗.mat file for later usage. This func- 

ionality allows to combine the information from different experts 

and annotation sessions) to be integrated in an iterative and co- 

perative multiuser/multisession scheme. 

.3.2. Characteristics estimation 

Prior to the model training, key characteristics must be identi- 

ed with both computational ease and clinical relevance in mind. 

ased on visual inspection, previous studies on animal models and 

linical experts’ experience, nine characteristics within time and 

requency domains were selected ( Fig. 4 , D). 

For time-domain characteristics ( Fig. 4 , A), five parameters have 

een selected: kurtosis, skewness, highest peaks (or lowest valleys) 

rominence and width, and dynamic range. To obtain frequency- 

ased characteristics, first Gabor transform was applied to each 

arked IEDs on 400 ms windows and most relevant frequency 

anges for IEDs waveform decomposition were identified ( Fig. 4 , 
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Fig. 3. Event marking interface: (A) Assisted annotation: event candidates (within the white window) are proposed and the user determines the presence or absence of such 

events. (B) Non-assisted annotation: a window with fragments of the raw signal is presented and the user uses the mouse to define approximately the timing of events of 

interest (green vertical lines) or the absence of such events (red vertical lines). 

Fig. 4. (A) Data segments on two different channels show an IED on the middle; (B) Time frequency representation of the signal segment showing frequencies from 10 Hz 

to 250 Hz; (C) Envelope of the four frequency bands of interest extracted from the signal segments on (A); (D) Summary of the characteristics for each category. 
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). Visual inspection of the logarithmic representation shows four 

ain frequency bands of activity burst between 20 and 240 Hz 

 Fig. 4 , B and C). In the case of human recordings, good perfor-

ance was obtained by modifying the 20–60 Hz frequency range 

o 10–30 Hz. Then, the characteristics derived from these activa- 

ions were calculated from the envelope of the normalized signal 

n each frequency band. All this processes are implemented in an 

ndependent and dedicated function (IED_charact.m). 

Prior to the characteristic estimation, signals were normalized 

z-scored) with the mean and standard deviation estimated from 

he first five minutes of the recording. Different time windows for 

haracteristics estimation were evaluated; for IED detection, results 

howed optimal performance for values of 150 ms (without over- 

ap) whereas for seizures, windows of 2 s with 1 s of overlap gave

he best separation. 

.3.3. Model selection and performance assessment 

Multiple ML models have been developed and improved for a 

ariety of applications. MATLAB offers a convenient environment 

or prototyping such solutions as it includes several of these mod- 
4 
ls. For this application, six ML algorithms were selected and in- 

egrated on a dedicated function (model_train.m) that implements 

he screening process to establish the optimal combination of char- 

cteristics and ML model ( Fig. 5 A). 

Markers from the annotated registers were used to select the 

ata segments to estimate the characteristics that serve to train 

he ML model. In the absence of non-IED samples random times- 

amps (without IEDs) can be used. As non-IED fragments include 

 variety of activities that result in a greater variability than IED 

amples (i.e., there is a larger similarity within IED samples than 

ithin non-IED examples), we suggest generating datasets with 

0% IEDs and 80% non-IEDs. Neighbor component analysis (NCA) is 

sed over to sort the characteristics from the most to the least rel- 

vant, thus generating nine sets of characteristics. Each set is com- 

osed of a different number of parameters: from 1 for the single 

ost relevant feature to 9 for the full set of nine features, where 

arameters are added according to their relevance in the NCA anal- 

sis ( Fig. 5 B). 

Supported vector machine (SVM) with Linear, Gaussian, and Ra- 

ial Based Function (RBF) kernels, Random Forest, and Tree En- 
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Fig. 5. (A) Workflow showing the process of training the model from data extraction to model selection; (B) Characteristics included on each set for training. 

Fig. 6. ML model training summary for dMice1_PreSeiz mice dataset. (A) Boxplot showing the validation performance after the 100-fold cross-validation for each ML algorithm 

and the number of characteristics. (B) Indicating the selected model after the validation and the corresponding post-testing performance of the initial model. (C) Performance 

uplift after the initial model after the re-training. 
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emble with a Robust and Logistic Boost have been tested for the 

odel training. This results in 54 model configurations by pairing 

haracteristic set and algorithm. The performance of each configu- 

ation is tested in a data set according to a 70:30 train:test ratio 

ith 100-fold cross-validation, where the training set is randomly 

ivided according to a 70:30 train:validation ratio. 

Optimal model configuration is selected by determining a set 

f characteristics and a machine learning model pair with the best 

ean Cohen’s Kappa (Kpp) [28] (also considering the standard de- 

iation). With the reaming 30% of the data, final testing is accom- 

lished and performance values are extracted: accuracy (Acc), pre- 
5 
ictability (Pre), true positive ratio (TPR), true negative ratio (TNR) 

nd Kpp. 

Whereas the IED classification dataset is composed of two 

lasses (IED/non-IED) the seizure data is composed of four differ- 

nt classes. This fact precludes the use of some of the ML algo- 

ithms. Accordingly, Robust and Logistic Boost for Tree Ensemble 

ere replaced by Random Under-Sampling (RUS) Boost and Total 

oost. Cohen’s Kappa was interchanged by Scotts’ Pi and global ac- 

uracy and Acc, Pre, TPR, TNR and F1 scores for each class were 

alculated. 
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Fig. 7. Performance uplift after of the final model obtained on the Case of use 1 

re-trained with data from dMice2. 
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Once finished, both performance values and ML model are au- 

omatically stored on a ∗.txt text file and a Matlab ∗.mat file 

espectively. This ML model file can be used to have a start- 

ng point for further analysis as a template for the assisted 

vent marking (event_marking_assist.m), full-file event detec- 

ion (fullfile_event_detect.m), model re-training with new events 

model_retrain.m) or the exchange of the results. 

. Results 

The proposed framework and their implementation takes into 

onsideration principles of ease-of-use and rigor to cope with spe- 

ific, real-world problems of biomedical research. To illustrate it, 
ig. 8. ML model training summary for dMice1 mice dataset. (A) scatter plot of the four

oxplot showing the validation performance after the 100-fold cross-validation for each M

esting with the selected model. (D) Global and individual class performance obtained wi

6 
our different scenarios evoked from daily needs of life-science re- 

earchers and clinicians were explored. 

.1. Case of use 1: de-novo IED annotation in mice recordings 

This case of use represents the most complete example of work- 

ow use applied to a specific dataset. The user starts without any 

revious models or preliminary results, so it is necessary to per- 

orm an initial expert level annotation on a first file, create an ini- 

ial model and use the remaining files to refine it. 

It is illustrated by analyzing preictal data from the dMice1 

ataset ( dMice1_PreSeiz ). After expert’s annotation, initial model 

raining and cross-validation performance of each pair of charac- 

eristics/model configuration is carried out ( Fig. 6 , A). Mean Kpp 

ises rapidly as new characteristics are added, obtaining optimal 

erformance with RDF and 6 characteristics. Testing performance 

eaches following values for Acc, Pre, TPR, TRN, Kpp: 88.5%, 88.5%, 

7.2%, 94.9% and 83.8% ( Fig. 6 , B). 

Next, the remaining six recordings from the dMice1_PreSeiz 

ataset are loaded. The model from the previous step is applied for 

n assisted annotation followed by re-training for further refine- 

ent. Two set of performance parameters are obtained from orig- 
 classes represented with the 3 most relevant characteristics scored with NCA. (B) 

L algorithm and the number of characteristics. (C) Confusion matrix obtained after 

th the selected model. 
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Fig. 9. ML model training summary for dHuman patients’ dataset. (A) Boxplot showing the validation performance after the 100-fold cross-validation for each ML algorithm 

and the number of characteristics. (B) Selected model after the cross-validation and the corresponding testing performance. (D) Performance uplift of the initial model and 

after the re-training. 
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nal ( Build-in ) and updated ( Retrain ) model ( Fig. 6 , C). With these

ata and both models accessible, it is up to the user to continue 

ith the refinement or to apply the selected model for detection. 

.2. Case of use 2: IED annotation in mice recording in a different 

et-up 

The second case of use considers access to previous work, such 

s examples of events already annotated and a preexisting model 

ex.: model and annotations from case of use 1). Nevertheless, it 

ight happen that the dataset to analyze comes from a different 

xperiment or set-up and/or includes a different number of chan- 

els or changes in the electrode configuration; dMice2 dataset ful- 

lls these conditions. In this case, events were marked by combin- 

ng assisted annotation (model from case of use 1) and comple- 

entary non-assisted annotation. 

Fig. 7 shows the initial performance obtained with case of use 

 model before ( Build-in ) and after re-training ( Retrain ). A notice-

ble uplift on the performance after re-training with custom anno- 

ations on this dataset is observed. Nevertheless, results show that 

ven if the initial model does not fit perfectly with new data set, it 

ould perform successfully. Alternatively, the retrained model can 

e generated and stored for later use. 

.3. Case of use 3: seizure annotation in mice recording 

This third case of use aims to reflect the adaptability of the 

orkflow when the detection of different type of events is at- 

empted: now the interest is the annotation of seizures at their 

ifferent stages from dMice1 dataset. For such task, a change in 

he time window for characteristics estimation and usable models 

re required (see 2.3.2 Characteristics estimation). The new config- 

ration is therefore modified for seizure detection and the whole 

Mice1 dataset including pre-ictal, ictal and post-ictal periods is 

onsidered. 

Fig. 8 , A shows the output of the NCA analysis. The scatter plot 

llustrates the difference between the different classes. Seiz1 and 
7 
eiz2 classes that represent the initiation and consolidation of the 

eizures do not show a clear boundary between each other. De- 

pite that, model cross-validation gave a satisfactory performance 

or almost all model configurations ( Fig. 8 , B). Results show that 

he optimal model is a Gaussian kernel SVM with 8 characteristics 

ith satisfactory testing performance values represented on Fig. 8 , 

. Seiz1 and Seiz2 show the lowest values of performance even 

hough they are satisfactory. Similarity between this two classes 

an be observed on the confusion matrix ( Fig. 8 , D) in concordance 

ith the likeness of brain activity during these stages (actually, it is 

uite uncommon to differentiate among them); nevertheless, they 

re clearly differentiated from both PreSeiz and InterSeiz classes. 

.4. Case of use 4: IED annotation in human EEG recordings 

Finally, a change of species is considered. Again, the same 

rocess of training, annotation and re-training was applied to 

Human dataset. This is a common scenario motivated by the 

nterest of clinicians in using tools coming from the life- 

cience/experimentalist developments (and vice-versa). As in case 

f use 3, this change of paradigm required the tuning of some of 

arameters for the characteristics estimation (see 2.3.2 Character- 

stics estimation). 

Cross-validation during initial training shows remarkable per- 

ormance ( Fig. 9 , A), selecting a linear SVM trained with 8 charac-

eristics as the optimal model. Testing of this configuration shows 

cc, Pre, TPR, TNR and Kpp of 97.0%, 92.2%, 99.2%, 97.8% and 93.2% 

espectively ( Fig. 9 , B). With such high-performance values, the 

erformance did not change much after the re-training with the 

est of the dataset ( Fig. 9 , C). 

These results confirm furthermore the transversality (trans- 

pecies versatility) of the proposed workflow and thus demon- 

trate their capability to cope with multiple rodent datasets includ- 

ng different configurations, as well as dealing with data sets from 

linical practice. 
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. Conclusion and discussion 

The adoption of new advances and tools from the fields of sig- 

al analysis and machine learning are often jeopardized by the 

omplexity and difficulties to adapt such developments to the 

ackgrounds, routines and daily needs of life-science researchers 

nd clinicians [ 3 , 29 ]. However, their availability is essential in both

linical practice and basic research as they are key to assess (both 

n humans and animal models) the severity of the disease and the 

ffects of therapeutic interventions. 

In the field of epilepsy, there is an urgent need to process auto- 

atically large datasets of recordings obtained from experimental 

nvestigations and clinical tests. In this field, IEDs and seizure are 

ey features to be identified. Due to their nature and low impact 

n patients’ behavior, individual IEDs are only recordable on EEG 

egisters. On contrast, seizures can be identified by multiple signal 

odalities with varied performance depending on the seizure and 

pilepsy type [15] . Among them, EEG is the gold standard for diag- 

osis, as brains behavior is altered regardless the type of seizures 

nd epilepsy. In the literature, several approximations to ease IED 

nd seizure annotations have been proposed [ 12–14 , 17–21 , 30 ]. De-

pite offering automatized detection systems, most of them are re- 

tricted to detect either interictal activities or seizures, tested on 

xed configurations (same electrode configuration and recording 

ettings) or restricted to a single species. User-friendliness for clin- 

cians and basic researchers is not reflected and, in most cases, 

hese solutions are static or require high levels of coding and data 

nalysis skills for proper adaptation to different conditions. 

In this context, we propose an interactive and iterative work- 

ow capable of combining the knowledge of clinical and basic 

esearch experts with new methodologies to perform the auto- 

atic annotation of epileptic traits on electrophysiological record- 

ngs [31] . This workflow has been implemented in a stand-alone 

nterface that integrates all the processes of annotation, cross- 

alidation, test and optimization of ML models. It was conceived to 

ccomplish such tasks in a research environment where clinicians, 

ngineers and life-science researchers interact and carry out inves- 

igations involving both, animal models and studies in human be- 

ngs. To test this pipeline, four different cases of use are presented: 

hey range from the most preliminary scenario without previous 

odels and just recordings to process to a more general situation 

n which previous knowledge can be used to ease the analysis of 

atasets from different configurations, setups or species. 

Performance in all these exemplifying cases is in consonance 

ith the figures obtained in other investigations. Metrics are satis- 

actory and comparable with some commercial systems [16] even 

f there is a modification in the recording set-up (different con- 

guration or recording conditions), the event of interest changes 

and focus is modified from studying interictal activities to detect- 

ng seizures) or the data comes from a completely different envi- 

onment (experimental/clinical) or species (mouse/human). 

Such results demonstrate that the capabilities of the proposed 

pproach (and tool) represent a convenient workspace for both 

linical and research environments, aiding experts with the work- 

oad of annotating large amounts of hours-long registers. In ad- 

ition, the trans-species and trans-event versatility of the tool 

ould help to better understand the relation between multiple 

athological events and to characterize differences and similari- 

ies between human diseases and animal models. The possibil- 

ty to mark events on individual channels permits to identify 

egion-specific susceptibilities and will allow to detect and track 

he epileptic foci. This functionality could lead to faster and more 

xhaustive markings with less effort. These flexibilities are ob- 

ained by simple modifications within the implemented tool and 

ikely could extend their use to other fields of research such as 

leep. 
8 
The detection motor and the interactive framework together 

ith the pre-trained models and the datasets described in this 

ork are freely available through request to the authors. By do- 

ng so, we expect not only to provide life-science researchers and 

linicians with a tool that will help them in their investigations, 

ut also to motivate data analysts and machine learning experts 

o improve our development and to adopt our scope of providing 

igorous but usable/feasible tools to be used in non-specialized en- 

ironments. 
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